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(54) RECORDING METHOD FOR OPTICAL DISK

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE- To obtain a recording method for an optical disk without having the same

pattern in the long sections of an adjacent track even when the many same data are

recorded.

CONSTITUTION: In a data recording method forming a pit 1 and a land 2 on a track,

recording is performed by changing over the head of a data block 4 to the pit 1 or the

land 2 by every revolution of the track. Consequently, the fact that the same pattern

appears on an adjacent track is prevented even when the same data are recorded in

large quantities and the tracking characteristic is improved.



* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]In a record method of an optical disc which forms a pit and a land and

records data on a track, A record method of an optical disc characterized by what it

switches and a head of a block of data records as a track which starts in a pit, and a

track which starts with a land become by turns for every 1 track rotation.

[Claim 2]A record method of an optical disc setting up scramble data and recording

scramble processing for randomizing data as differing between adjacent tracks at

least in a record method of an optical disc which forms a pit and a land and records

data on a track.



2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the record method of the optical disc

of the method which records data by the existence of a pit with high track density.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Generally, playback of focusing, tracking, and data is

performed by optical discs', such as CD's, forming the unevenness called a pit and a

land on the track of a disk, and detecting a signal with the photodetector in a pickup of

this pit and a land. It is for this focusing making the object lens of the optical system

of a pickup follow perpendicularly to a disc face to the face deflection of a disk, and

there are methods, such as astigmatic method.

[0003]Tracking moves a pickup in parallel with a disc face, is made to follow a track to

the eccentricity of a disk, and has a push pull method, a heterodyne system, etc. as a

method. When these focusing and tracking calculate the output signal of two division

or each division sensor of the quadrisected photodetector, a focusing control signal

and a tracking control signal are acquired, and servo control is performed based on

these signals.

[0004]When detecting a signal, when phase contrast produces the laser beam which

came out of the pickup in the catoptric light from a pit, and the catoptric light from a

land and a difference arises in the reflected light quantity which enters into a

photodetector by the pit section and a land according to the cross protection by this,

a regenerative signal is acquired. The signal with which digital modulation called EFM



in CD was given fornns the pattern of a pit and a land, and the data currently recorded

is recorded. The data currently recorded binary-izes a pit and the regenerative signal

by light volume change on a land, digital demodulation is carried out and data is

reproduced.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, when repeating the data of an

identical content to an optical disc and recording on a large quantity (it is easy to

generate between the silence between music and between chapters, and a non-image

section in the disk of AV application), the same data will continue also over what

sector, but. In this case, since the same data as an adjoining track is recorded, the pit

1 and the land 2 of tracks which adjoin as shown in drawing 6 may continue between

long divisions by the same pattern. In such a case, in the disk with high track density,

the tracking signal level fell considerably, and there was a problem of being easy to

separate from a tracking servo.

[0006]This problem is explained in detail based on drawing 7 thru/or drawing 9 .

Drawing 7 shows the sectional view of the optical disc 3 which has the pit 1, and

drawing 8 is a figure showing the tracking signal of the optical disc shown in drawing 7 .

As shown in drawing 7 (A), when the pitch of a track is large enough, as shown in the

waveform A in drawing 8 , a good tracking signal with big amplitude is acquired from a

portion with a pit, and a tracking signal is not acquired from a portion without a pit.

[0007]If a tracking pitch is narrowed like drawing 7 (A) to drawing 7 (B) and drawing 7

(C) and is recorded, the peak value of a tracking signal will come to fall rather than the

case where a pitch is large. This state is shown in the waveform B and the waveform

C in drawing 8 . Drawing 9 shows the tracking signal level in the case of being a case

where an adjacent track (N+1) is a pit, and a land, when a track pitch becomes narrow.

In the case of the land instead of a pit, an adjacent track is obtained with big amplitude

like the case where the pitch of a tracking signal (solid line) is large, but. As the

waveform C of drawing 8 also showed the adjacent track in the case of the pit, the

peak value of a tracking signal (wavy line) comes to fall more nearly substantially than

the case where an adjacent track is a land. As a result, it falls, tracking becomes

unstable and the output of a tracking signal becomes easy to separate from a tracking

servo.

[0008]In the conventional record method, a CLV (Constant Linear Velocity) method,

That is, since the same data also as an adjacent track is recorded when recording the

data of an identical content in large quantities depending on a radius also in the case

of the method which controls rotation of a disk so that linear velocity may become



fixed, it arises that a pit pattern is in agreement with an adjacent track. In such a case,

since it was above, the output of the tracking signal declined, and the problem that

tracking became unstable arose. This invention is originated paying attention to the

above problems that this should be solved effectively, and the purpose of this

invention. By giving the device on signal processing, even when recording the same

data in large quantities, it is in providing the record method of the optical disc which

does not continue between the divisions where the same pattern as an adjacent track

is long.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem]In a record method of an optical disc which forms a

pit and a land and records data on a track, as becoming by turns for every 1 track

rotation, it switches and a track with which a head of a block of data starts in a pit,

and a track which starts with a land record the 1st invention.

[OOlOjIn a record method of an optical disc which forms a pit and a land and records

data on a track, as differing between adjacent tracks at least scramble data is set up

and the 2nd invention records scramble processing for randomizing data.

[0011]

[Function]By changing the track with which the head of the data pattern (block) of the

frame (or sector) which starts in a sink starts in a pit, and the track which starts with

a land for every one revolution according to the 1 st invention, Even when the same

data continues also over what track, the pit pattern of an adjacent track is kept from

becoming the same. The high-density disk in which a tracking signal is acquired good

when this raises track density, and the stable tracking characteristic is acquired is

realizable.

[001 2]According to the 2nd invention, data for example, by randomizing by the

scramble data of a sector cycle or the repeating cycle beyond it, Even when the same

data continues over a long time, the frequency of a track where the pit pattern of an

adjacent track may become the same can be reduced substantially. For example, if it

randomizes with the repeating cycle of a sector when one sector comprises 1 K byte,

when not randomizing, the pit pattern of an adjacent track may become the same

every tens tracks, but the possibility can be reduced up to thousands tracks. Or an

adjacent pattern can decrease substantially the possible value which becomes the

same by changing the initial value of scramble data for every sector. The high-density

disk in which the tracking characteristic stable by such a method when track density

was raised is acquired is realizable.

[0013]



[Example]Below, the record method of the optical disc concerning this invention is

explained in full detail based on an accompanying drawing. First, the 1st invention

method is explained. The figure showing a track pattern when drawing 1 uses the 1st

invention method in the radius whose phase of the frame of an adjacent track

corresponds. The figure showing the format of the frame in which drawing 2 included

the control pit for a pit / land reversal, and drawing 3 are the explanatory views for

explaining the state of controlling whether the head of a block of data being begun in a

pit, or it beginning on a land.

[0014]As shown in drawing 2 (A), the whole information repeats successively the data

area (block) 4, the SYNC field 5 which shows the synchronized signal of a frame, the

pit / land control bit field 6, and the data area 4 in this order, for example, and is

formed. Above-mentioned pit / land control bit field 6 are the bits for controlling

whether the data area 4 after synchronized signal SYNC field 5 of this frame starts in

a pit, or it starts with a land.

It is arranged just behind the SYNC field 5 so that it may illustrate.

It may be made to catch the field included to this control bit field 5 as a synchronized

signal SYNC field.

[0015]Drawing 2 (B) shows record data, i.e., the concrete value of information, and is

expressed by "0" and "1." The data 1 means reversal of a pit/land, means not being

reversed and carries out what is called pit edge record in the place of the data 0. And

it is controlled by controlling the leading bit of above-mentioned pit / land control bit

field 6 whether it is made whether make it the data area 4 following this start in a pit,

or to start with a land.

[0016]It is a waveform which shows whether drawing 2 (C) is whether the data

recorded according to the value of the data in above-mentioned drawing 2 (B) is a pit,

and a land, and the high level supports the pit and the low level supports the land.

Drawing 2 (D) is the pit/land pattern on the disk corresponding to the waveform of

drawing 2 (C), the upper row shows a pattern in case the SYNC field 5 finishes with a

pit, and the lower berth shows the pattern in case the SYNC field 5 finishes with a

land. The case where the data area 4 which follows a pit / land control bit field 6 if it is

in this example of a graphic display controls to always start irrespective of the pattern

before this in a pit is shown. Therefore, it controls so that a data area begins from a

land by such a method in the next track which adjoins this.

[0017]As shown in drawing 3 , such a pattern form outputs the pulse SI for every

rotation from the disk drive motor 8 of the cutting machine 7 which cuts the optical

disc 3, and inputs this into the channel encoder 9, It carries out, when the data area 4



after a SYNC field switches the track which starts in the pit 1, and the track which

starts on the land 2 for every rotation. Drawing 1 shows the track pattern of the disk

of CLV which was carried out in this way and recorded, and draws the example whose

pit/land pattern of an adjacent track may correspond in the radius which the length of

the data area 4 divided in the SYNC field 5 can divide among the length of a track

round exactly. If it is in the example of a graphic display, the state where the pit / land

control bit field 6 is included to the SYNC field 5 is shown.

[0018]Thus, when the data area 4 which follows the SYNC field 5 of a track (N-1)

starts in the pit 1, The data area 4 which follows the SYNC field 5 of the track N

contiguous to this track (N-1) starts on the land 2, The data area 4 which follows the

SYNC field 5 of the track (N+1) contiguous to this track N reverses a pit/land by turns

in a similar manner henceforth so that it may start in the pit 1. Thus, since the

beginning of the data area 4 was switched by turns on the pit and the land for every

rotation of a track, For example, even if the same data is continuously recorded on a

large quantity, as the pit/land pattern of the adjacent track showed drawing 6 ,
it does

not become the same, therefore even if it forms track density highly, it can control

that a tracking signal level falls, and it becomes possible to perform stable tracking. If

it was in the above-mentioned example, the pit/land was reversed by switching the

leading bit of a pit / land control bit field 6 in the format shown in drawing 2 (A), but of

course, it can apply to other formats.

[0019]That is, drawing 4 is an example over other formats, and is an example of a

format of the sector in the optical disc for information. Data sandwiches the gap which

is a field which is not recorded at all after the header part which contains a track

number and a sector number in drawing 4 (A), the data area 4 continues after that

following a preamble (VF03) and the SYNC field 5, and one sector is constituted. In

the method which carries out pit edge record of the data based on this format, In the

case of what is called a ROM type disk recorded on a pit/land, the data area 4 is also

controllable whenever a track changes [ whether a data area starts in a pit or it starts

with a land, and ] using the portion of a preamble (VF03). That is, using the pulse SI

detected for every one disk revolution from the cutting machine shown in drawing 3 ,
it

changes into a pit for every track, and the beginning of a preamble (VF03) is changed

into a land by turns. The pit/land pattern formed on the disk are shown in drawing 4

(B).

[0020]Next, the 2nd invention method is explained. In this example, how to randomize

record data, for example by the scramble data of a sector cycle or the repeating cycle

beyond it is explained using the example of a format of the sector shown in drawing 4 .



In this example, it is randomized by adding the scramble data which made the initial

value 8 bits of low ranks of the track number for every sector to the data in this

sector with an adding machine. Since data which is different for every track by

carrying out scramble is recorded on a disk even if the data in a sector is the same,

the pit pattern of an adjacent track may stop in this case, becoming the same. What is

necessary is in the case of a CLV control disk, to consider it as the value which a

sector number increases from the beginning of a disk intently continuously as an

address, for example, just to randomize the scramble data using this sector number as

an initial value.

[0021] Drawing 5 illustrates the cutting method of the ROM type disk by this means,

and in a figure as contents recorded on the optical disc 3, The address information,

including a track/sector number, D1 from the address generating part 10, The data D3

with a correction code which adds a digital-error correction code is chosen as the

record data D2 by turns in a switch part in the EGG (error condition) section 1 1

,

Digital modulation of this is carried out in the modulation circuit (channel encoding) 13,

the laser driving part 14 is driven, and it records in a format as shown in drawing 4 .

[0022]Under the present circumstances, the scramble data generating part 15

generates the scramble data D4, and randomizes the data D3 with a correction code

by adding this scramble data D4 to the data D3 with a correction code outputted from

the EGG section 1 1 with the adding machine 1 6. And this randomized data will be

modulated as mentioned above. In this case, it is made to generate for example, a

sector cycle, and the above-mentioned scramble data D4 sets up that initial value D5

using the value from the address generating part 10. The scramble processing in this

case sets up scramble data, and is performed so that it may differ between the tracks

which adjoin at least. Even if the same data is continuously recorded on a large

quantity like the case of the 1st invention as having mentioned above by doing in this

way, the pit/land pattern of an adjacent track do not become the same, Even if it

forms track density highly, it can control that a tracking signal level falls, and it

becomes possible to perform stable tracking.

[0023]

[Effect of the InventionjAs explained above, according to the record method of the

optical disc of this invention, the operation effect outstanding as follows can be

demonstrated. In the 1st invention, for every rotation, the head of a block of data is

switched to a pit and a land, and is recorded.

Therefore, even if the same data is continuously recorded on a large quantity, the

patterns of an adjacent track differ, therefore since the fall of a tracking signal level



can be prevented even if it makes track density high, a tracking characteristic is

maintainable good.

Data is randomized and it was made to record in the 2nd invention.

Therefore, even if the same data is continuously recorded on a large quantity, the

patterns of an adjacent track can differ, therefore even if it makes track density high,

a tracking signal level can be maintained highly, and a tracking characteristic can be

maintained good.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is a figure showing a track pattern when the 1st invention method is

used in the radius whose phase of the frame of an adjacent track corresponds.

[Drawing 2] It is a figure showing the format of a frame having included the control pit

for a pit / land reversal.

[Drawing 3] It is an explanatory view for explaining the state of controlling whether the

head of a block of data being begun in a pit, or it beginning on a land.

[Drawing 4] It is a figure showing the format of the sector in the optical disc for

information.



[Drawing 5] It is an explanatory view for explaining the 2nd invention method

scrambled by making addresses, such as a track number, into an initial value.

[Drawing 6] It is a figure showing the state where the adjacent track became the same

pit/land pattern with the conventional record method.

[Drawing 7]It is a sectional view showing the disk with which track density differs.

[Drawing 8] It is a wave form chart showing the tracking signal of the disk shown in

drawing 7 .

[Drawing 9] It is an explanatory view for explaining a tracking signal when track density

becomes high.

[Description of Notations]

1 [ — A data area (data block), 5 / — A SYNC field, 6 / — A pit/land area. ] — A pit,

2 — A land, 3 — An optical disc, 4
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